Rapid detecting total acid content and classifying different types of vinegar based on near infrared spectroscopy and least-squares support vector machine.
More than 3.2 million litres of vinegar is consumed every day in China. There are many types of vinegar in China. How to control the quality of vinegar is problem. Near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) transmission technique was applied to achieve this purpose. Ninety-five vinegar samples from 14 origins covering 11 provinces in China were collected. They were classified into mature vinegar, aromatic vinegar, rice vinegar, fruit vinegar, and white vinegar. Fruit vinegar and white vinegar were separated from the other traditional categories in the two-dimension principal component space of NIR after principle component analysis (PCA). Least-squares support vector machine (LS-SVM) as the pattern recognition was firstly applied to identify mature vinegar, aromatic vinegar, rice vinegar in this study. The top two principal components (PCs) were extracted as the input of LS-SVM classifiers by principal component analysis (PCA). The best experimental results were obtained using the radial basis function (RBF) LS-SVM classifier with σ=0.8. The accuracies of identification were more than 85% for three traditional vinegar categories. Compared with the back propagation artificial neural network (BP-ANN) approach, LS-SVM algorithm showed its excellent generalisation for identification results. As total acid content (TAC) is highly connecting with the quality of vinegar, NIR was used to prediction the TAC of samples. LS-SVM was applied to building the TAC prediction model based on spectral transmission rate. Compared with partial least-square (PLS) model, LS-SVM model gave better precision and accuracy in predicting TAC. The determination coefficient for prediction (R(p)) of the LS-SVM model was 0.919 and root mean square error for prediction (RMSEP) was 0.3226. This work demonstrated that near infrared spectroscopy technique coupled with LS-SVM could be used as a quality control method for vinegar.